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Welcome to "Arts and Africa". This is Alex Tetteh-Lartey with a 
programme of poetry and music. 

GRAMS 

MUSIC EXTRACT - "AFRICA". 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

The voice of Ephat Mujuru accompanying himself on the mbira with· 
a little bit of his own composition, "Africa". We'll be meeting Ephat 
Mujuru later in the programme. 

Our poet is Jack Mapanje from Malawi. In an earlier programme we 
heard him introduce and read his poem "Messages from Soweto". Today's 
poems are firmly set in his own land of ~..alawi. The language and the 
form of each poem is both modern and individual but at the public 
reading, Jack Mapanje gave, he explained to his audience that the 
inspiration for this sequence came from a tradition well-known throughout 
Africa. · 

JACK MAPANJE 

One of the traditions that I found interesting was the role of 
the praise sing~r •in an African environment. He was able to live wt:thin 
an environment and to speak within it and sometimes say some of the 
rudest things about it. So that man was very fascinating to me. 
Essentially the role of the praise singer is that of a clown, say, the 
clown in "King Lear". He is wise, witty but nobody listens to him. He 
hasn't got the gun to change the world and this was expressed in the first 
poem I should like to read - "The New Platform Dances". 

POETRY 

POETRY EXTRACT - "THE NEW PLATFORM DANCES 11·• 
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JACK rtiAP ANJE 

Well, the other role that these praise singers usually play is 
that of singing for other people. In "Messages" I try to capture this 
in the sense that the first part of the message is that an old woman 
(essentially it's a series of poems - three of them, talking about change 
of society, new change) there is the old mother who has great future 
expectations for her daughter. The daughter has been telling her about 
the new things to come. - "Messages" . This message is being sent to 
the daughter who is living in to\m. The theme is a common one, but it 
wasn't common in 1969 when this first section was written. 

POETRY --
POETRY EXTRACT - 11MESSAGES 11

• 

JACK M.I\..PANJ.E 

Byt the praise singer has also a certain outlook towards life. 
He's aware of who:t's happening to his world. He-'s a'ltm.re of the history. 
Now I'm going to read you two pieces which I wrote, essentially based on 
._-r,)r.ul .Chile:r1hvie our natj_onal hero - our first national hero I think. Now 
i•t' s essentiallJ· in n form of prayer •· "Before Chilembwe Tree". 

POETRY 

POETRY EXTR.i\CT - 11BEFORE CHILEMBWE TREE·,,. 

JACK I1AP.4.lfil 

T}iat is a little test of my undergraduate days, a long time ago. 
(Laughter). 

ALEX TETTEH-LAR'.rEY 

.A...'1.d the recording from the public reading of Jack Mapanje 1s 
collection of poems called "Of Chameleons and Gods" published by 
Heinema~m was by courtesy of the British Institute of Recorded Sound. 

The mbira or sunsa or thllillb-piano - call it what you like - there 
can't be many countries in Africa where you don't find it. An enthusi~,. 
astic exponent of the instr1 unent is Ephnt Mujuru of Zimbabwe who's 
preparing soILe of his mbira performances for a new record that he .hopes 
to have ready for Jater this year. He's been telling Gill Garb that his 
group "Spirit of the People" would be giving a special Independence Day 
concert in Snlisbury but that most of the time they travel in the 
rural areas playing at wGddings and other ceremonies. As a professional 
mbira player, Ephat Mujuru was invited to lecture o.nd perform in the 
United States of .America and now he's keen to have the chance to make 
people ~11 over Africa aware of the importance of this uniquely African 
instrument. · 
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EPHAT :MUJURU 

The mbira has been played ·all round Africa, they know the name 
mbira. · When you go to other parts· of ~frica you find the .mbira becomes 
very sm&ll, but the largest mbira is f oundhere in Zimbabwe·. So to my 
own mind I think the mblra belongs really in the central part. Also, . 
during the time of old Zimbabwe, creating Zimbabwe, the people used to 
playthe.mbira here but they could not carry the big mbira so they ~ad~ 
smaller and smaller so that they could carry it around. But the big 
mbira is still found her·e. · 

GILL GARB 

Which is the tradition ••.••••• ? 

EPHAT MUJURU 

Yes. Even in Mozambique you find the big mbira. 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

Well Mujuru 1 s ambition is to persuade everyone to admire·the 
mbira as muc~ ~she does. And that's not his only ambition. 

EPHAT MUJ11RU 

• -1-
l.1,, , 

I want to educate some of the young generation as well as some 
of the middle-aged people, to respect their music and culture and to · 
learn more about their history, to preserve these things . Also my aim is 
that I want to, with the sale of this record, I want to use the money for 
building a collegeo 

GILL GARB 

What kind of college? A music .college? 

EPHAT MUilllfill 

A music college which :will not only teach the mbira but will also 
teach the techniques and sounds of the _drums and all the different 
instruments. There are more than 10 instruments, all the instruments. 

GILL GARB 

The traditional old instruments? 

EPHAT MUJUR.Jl 

Yes~ 

GILL GARB 

When you play the mbira, though, in the group, do you ju~t play 
mbira music or are there drums as well? 
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EPHAT MUJURU 

. There are drums as well., I can . play the drums and I've learnt 
all different techniques of the drums. .. I've also learnt the other types 
of inst-run1ents and .the other: kinds- of. mbira_alsQ, I've also Jearned how to 
play that. 

GILL GARB 

The ma:.n type of large mbira, is that what's ·known as the spirit 
mbira? 

EPHAT MUJURU 

The spirit mbira, yes. 

GILL GARB 

That's the very large one? 

EPHAT MUJURU 

The very" -la.rge one. That's the main one, I mean it 1s ·very 
significant for Zimbabwe. Also I want to have an international library 
of African music here. 

GILL GARB 

In Zimbabwe? 

EPHAT MUJURU 

In Zimb~bwe where th8 black people are now free. I mean it's 
difficult now it's situated in South Africa. I·m not allowed to, being 
black like myself, I'm not allowed to go to South Africa. 

GILL GARB . ~ 

So you 1 d like to try and establish some kind of library ••. ? 

EPH/l.T MUJURU · 

Yes. Where also some black people from neighbouring countries . 
are able to come freely without a~y visa. 

GILL -~~ARB 

But the library whDre there would be tapes of different types . ' 
of music that people could listen to and study •••• 

EPHAT MUJURU 

Yes, as well as all the different.' instruments·. Yes. 
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GILL GARB 

Let's hear a little bit of this ~ong in homage to your library 
and college to come. 

EPHAT MUJURU 

Oh thank you. 

MUSIC 

MUSIC EXTRA~T - MEIR.A MUSIC. 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

We wish Ephat well with his ambitious project and record. And 
Ephat was talking to Gill Garb. Let •s end the programme with more of 
his first song "Guru ska - Africa". 

MUSIC 

MUSIC EXTRACT - GURU SKA - AFRICA. 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

For now, from Alex Tetteh-Lartey, it 1 s goodbye. 

MUSIC 

MUSIC EXTRACT - GURU SK1'. - AFRICA. 


